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Pipeline Monitoring Services has been carrying out high pressure
jetting operation since 2005 and has the most up-to-date machines
available to cover all high pressure water application.
We are operating a large fleet of jetting machine units, capable of
operating pressures ranging from 3000 psi to 8000 psi. The main
applications for this type of machine are the removal of heavy silt, sand
grease and debris from pipe diameters (100 - 600mm)
The above machine s are operated by fully trained crow who have
attended safety course, backed up a complete range of ancillary
equipment, including facilities for pumping and removing liquid waste
and heavy silt from sewer, and powered winches for large and difficult
cleaning applications.
By being able to provide a complete and first-class service, this division
compliments our eeTV and lining division, giving an efficient and cost
effective service to our clients.
In addition to that, we are the rotary system, which is operated by jetting
machine and it can manipulate pipes with multi bends ranging from (75
-300) diameters which make it easier to remove blockage and it can clean
10 times faster than the conventional high pressure water cleaning
methods.

Using the most advances ((TV survey inspection equipment available
t oday, PMS ca n carry out color sewer surveys of the highest standard, The
equipment operated utilizes the iatest microprocessor technology, this
ensure that the cameras are extremely robust and are small enough to
negotiate 90* long radius bends in 100mm drainage.
The main line mobile e(TV units are equipped with 200 meter of cable,
remote control crawlers, video printers for instant visual recording of
faults. The r:nobile survey vehicle is fully equipped with a full range of
safety equipment, gas detection and communication systems, and is
capable of surveying pipes from 100 mm to 800 mm diameter.
In additions to that our units are equipped with special software that can
give complete survey report showing pipe defect and pipe profile.

• Localised structural repair of sewer
and storm water pipes.

• Does not require heating.

• Pipes diameter 100 - 800 mm.

• Generate no unpleasant odours.

• Multiple patches can be installed
to repair longer lengths.

• Tested in accordance with ASTM D790
(FLEXURAL) and ASTM D638 (Tensile)

• Cures underwater.

• Design in accordance with AS 2566Z

Pipeline Monitoring Services now offer the trench less repair and
renovation of sewer and pipe work using the CIPP process, a system that
has been used worlds since 1973 and is a clear market leader. Developed
to overcome the problems offailed offailing pipes, all types of sewers and
industrial pipe w ork, underground or just inaccessible, we can provide a
new structural lining within the original pipe, greatly extending its life.
The liners are manufactured of polyester felt to fit precisely the internal
dimension of the pipe to be lined, the outer layer of felt is coated with
polyurethane to seal the felt tube. The resin is then mixed with a catalyst
and fed the soft felt liner. The liner is fed through the defective pipe work,
inflated and cu red, leaving a cast in pipe within a pipe, adding improved
flow characteristics due to the smooth inside fin ish. Normally the liner is
inserted t hrough existing access points which means no excavation and
no disturbance to surface feature, floor, trees, fences etc. Our remote
controlled cutter can reopen even lat eral connections in li ned pipes of
" 150 mm and above.
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LATERAL CUTTING

We have different set of cutters that covers all applications. Lateral cutters
are used re-open lateral connection and it can be used in pipe diameters
(150 - 300). It ca n be"used to do trimming for roots and other soft material
,intruding insid e the pipes. The cutter is operated on air pressure. Intruder
cutter are specialized for removing hard deposit chemicals, concrete
deposits and lateral intrusion and it can be used in pipe diameter
(125-600),
~ The cutter is operated using water pressure and the speed of cutting can

be controlled accordingly.

